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STAY INFORMED ON THE I-77 EXPRESS LANES PROJECT
Charlotte, N.C. – Today, I-77 Mobility Partners launched the official “I-77 Express Lanes”
Facebook and Twitter project accounts. These accounts provide users with information
about the new I-77 Express Lanes project. More detailed project information can be found
24-hours a day on the project’s website: www.i77express.com
“By expanding to these social media outlets, I-77 Mobility Partners will be able to keep the
public informed about the project’s progress, job opportunities, and ways to learn more
about the benefits the express lanes bring to the region,” said Jean Leier, Director of
Corporate Affairs. “We also hope that area businesses and neighborhoods will use these
platforms as ways to stay up-to-date with the project. We welcome opportunities to talk
with your office or at a community event.”
Once construction begins later this summer, these accounts will feature regular updates
about the project and information to help drivers travel through the corridor. It is suggested
that questions and comments about the project be submitted through the project website,
under the Contact Us section.
Follow us on Twitter @I77EXPRSLanes and check for updates on Facebook at “I-77 Express
Lanes”.
The I-77 Express Lanes project will extend 26 miles from the I-77 connection with I-277 in
Charlotte to just north of Exit 36 in Mooresville. The express lanes are dedicated travel lanes
that will run adjacent to the existing general purpose lanes on I-77. Two express lanes will
run on I-77 in each direction between Charlotte and Exit 28 in Cornelius. One express lane
in either direction will run from Exit 28 to Exit 36. Motorists will be able to decide if they
want to use the express lanes, the general purpose lanes or a combination of both to allow
for a more efficient drive. The entire 26-mile project is scheduled to open in 2018.
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